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Abstract: With the evolution of the small science to big science, scientifi c research has become a part of 
socialized mass production. The task-oriented contractual relationship in scientifi c research increasingly affects 
the interest-orientated autonomous exploration of master and apprentice, which leads to the alienation of the 
traditional relationship between master and apprentice in three aspects: The interest-oriented preference has 
become task-oriented; traditional teaching and learning have been administered with a hierarchy, the master as 
the superior and the apprentice as the inferior; previous cooperative relations have become profit-driven. The 
alienation of the relationship between master and apprentice inhibits their autonomy in scientifi c research, hinders 
the inheritance of the scientifi c spirit, which may not only cause the abnormal development of the apprentice’s 
ability, but also affects the continuation of scientifi c lineage and scientifi c generation reproduction in a deep level. 
The key to reconstructing the relationship between master and apprentice in the era of big science is to defi ne the 
master’s role appropriately and satisfy the need of the society for scientifi c education.
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